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BBC World Service Trust
Thursday, 3 April 2008
By Alphonso Zeon, at The Hague
Charles Taylor`s Defence in the war crimes trial of the former Liberian president are for the fourth day running
continuing the cross-examination of Prosecution 21st witness, Isaac Mongor.
Mongor admits Thursday, he himself committed serious crimes against civilians during the war in Sierra
Leone. Adolphus Williams is in the Hague and he sent us this report.
ZEON: The Defence has been attacking Mongor’s credibility as a witness, and latest questioning concerned a
massacre which took place in the village of Sandiaru, near the border with Guinea, in 1992. On crossexamination from Defence lawyer Terry Munyard, Mongor admitted that about 50 people, including women,
had been killed on his orders as an Acting Battle Group Commander.
MUNYARD: Did you personally kill these civilians who were trying to flee from the ravages of the civil war?
MONGOR: I was there myself
MUNYARD: Now answer the question.
MONGOR: Yes. We had had instructions because at that time we received information regarding the border
between Sierra Leone and Guinea and the area we occupied, that people were about to move from that side to
attack our position. So we were on security alert.
ZEON: Mongor told the Court the civilians had come from Guinea when he encountered them at Sindiaru. He
said the RUF leader Foday Sankoh had ordered him to slaughter the civilians. But Mr. Munyard read
Mongor’s initial interview with investigators in which he admitted that Sankoh had demoted him for carrying
out the killings. Not only did Mongor admit to the Siniaru killing of civilians, he said he ordered the burning of
houses and execution of several other unarmed people in Kissi town suspected of being supporters of
government forces.
MONGOR: The people I killed there, I was very sure that they were with the Kamajors there. And even some
of them had on the Kamajor uniforms – that is, the country cloth that is normally called “ronko”.
MUNYARD: You said some of them wore Kamajors’ uniforms. What about the rest that you killed? Why did
you kill those?
MONGOR: Yes, maybe some of them died through cross fire, or maybe somebody was trying to escape.
MUNYARD: What about the ones that didn’t have on Kamajor uniforms that you had captured and killed?
Why did you kill the ones without Kamajor uniforms who you’d captured?
MONGOR: Well, I killed them because I considered all of them as enemies.
ZEON: Mongor said earlier this week on Monday he was not among those who bore the greatest responsibility
for atrocities in Sierra Leone’s decade-long civil war.
This is Alphonso Zeon for the BBC World Service Trust and Search for Common Ground, reporting from
Chamber II of the Special Court for Sierra Leone sitting in The Hague.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
3 April 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Twenty Persons Killed in Motor Accident in Lofa - Several Others Injured
(The Informer, The News, New Democrat, The Inquirer, Liberia Express)

•

•
•

Reports say over 20 persons have been killed and several others injured in a motor accident
in Fatu Village, near Zorzor, Lofa County. According to reports, the accident occurred when a
truck, marked RC1498E with 30 persons on board, traveling from Gbarnga to Lofa County lost
control, hit an embankment and swerved off the road falling into a valley.
The News newspaper quoting an NGO worker based in Voinjama, Lofa County, said the truck
was overloaded with passengers, zinc, cement and other personal effects when the driver lost
control while ascending a hill.
The Inquirer reports that when contacted yesterday, Police Chief of Traffic, Miekee Gray,
confirmed the accident and said that the 20 persons have been “confirmed dead” and that 17
of the dead have been identified, while the remaining three are yet to be identified. The
Traffic Chief said 10 of the occupants, including the driver survived the accident. He said
seven of the survivors were treated and discharged, while the other three are receiving
treatment at a hospital in Voinjama.

Armed Robbers Kill Man in Pipeline Road Community
(The Inquirer)

•

•

Armed men have again attacked the Paynesville community leaving a man identified as
Harrison Paye dead in the Pipeline area. According to eyewitnesses, Mr. Paye died in the
process of aiding a tenant in his compound who was attacked by the robbers. Relatives say
the deceased having heard the distress call of a tenant, left his apartment to ascertain what
was going on, but was attacked by the robbers who beat up him with cutlasses and other
harmful instrument.
The relatives said Mr. Paye died from the wounds sustained by him during the attack. The
police was able to arrest two of the alleged suspects and they were taken to Zone Five Deport
3 Police Station for investigation. The situation then took another trend when an angry mob
stormed the police station to demand that the suspects be turned over to them. Eyewitnesses
say due to the officers’ failure to turnover the two suspects to the mob as they had already
been transferred to another depot, the residents became furious and set ablaze the police
depot. However, the nine police officers who were on duty at the Zone Five Depot 3 Police
Station early yesterday morning escaped without any injury.

Ghanaian Government Declares Refugees as Security Threat
(Liberian Express, Daily Observer, The Informer, New Democrat, National Chronicle, The Analyst)

•
•

The Liberian Express carried a report suggesting that the Ghanaian Government has declared
some 27,000 Liberian refugees as a security threat to Ghana. The refugees had been residing
at the Budumburam refugee camp for more than a decade now.
They are to begin returning home on April 14. Ghana Interior Minister, Kwamena Bartels
claimed recent demonstration by the refugees especially women were intended to destabilize
the peaceful and democratic atmosphere prevailing in Ghana. Meanwhile, the media quoting a
Child Rights Advocacy Protection Organization, Fore-Runners of Children's Universal Rights for
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Survival (FORUM) says it holds the Ghanaian Government personally responsible for the
safety of a two-year old Liberian child who was forcibly separated from her mother shortly
before the latter's recent deportation along with 15 Liberian refugees. The New Democrat
says Ghanaians living in Liberia have dispelled rumours of a planned vendetta against then
resulting from their government’s treatment of Liberian refugees.
UNMIL Report Indicates Corruption in Liberia’s Justice System
(The News, The Informer, Heritage, National Chronicle, The Analyst)

•

•

•

The United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) yesterday released a combined quarterly report
on the human rights situation in Liberia, focusing mainly on economic, social, civil and
political rights violations, sexual and gender-based violence, plus inadequate detention and
educational facilities.
The Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General for the Rule of Law of UNMIL,
Henrietta Mensa-Bonsu said the criminal justice system, citing instances where Liberia
National Police (LNP) officers, court officials and prisons authorities were found to have been
involved in corrupt practices.
The report notes that corruption within the criminal justice system not only undermines public
confidence in the system, but also makes it possible for justice to be subverted and for
human rights violations and abuses to go unpunished. Other issues highlighted in the report
include poor detention facilities, unofficial and private detention facilities, sexual and gender
based violence including rape and forced marriages, among others. UNMIL recommended that
the Ministry of Justice identifies all unauthorized detention facilities upon which they should
be officially closed or recognized and given support from the government and relevant
international organizations.

Cote d’Ivoire to join Sub-Regional Union
(Daily Observer, Heritage, The Inquirer, The Analyst)

•

•

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has welcomed Cote d’Ivoire’s decision to join the Mano River
Union (MRU). Speaking when he conferred his country’s highest national honour on the
Liberian leader, Ivorian President Laurent Gbagbo said his country had accepted the invitation
to join the MRU, due to the enormous challenges facing the sub-region.
For her part, President Sirleaf said she welcomed Cote d’Ivoire’s decision to join the MRU
family and emphasized that this would be to the ultimate benefit to the Union. During her
visit to Cote d’ Iviore, President Sirleaf also attended the 10th anniversary celebrations of
African Female Parliamentarians and spoke of how women across the continent have made
considerable strides in rising to key positions but admitted that more needs to be done.

Accused Lawmaker Confirms Voice on Tape but questions recording
(Heritage, New Democrat, The News)

•

One of the lawmakers at the centre of the bribery claim at the House of Representatives,
Saar Gbollie says his voice is actually on the cassette recordings presented by Edwin Snowe
but said it was obtained illegal and under questionable circumstances. Speaking Wednesday
in his official rebuttal to the audio recording presented by Mr. Snowe to the House Judiciary
Committee, Representative Gbollie said his voice was unlawfully recorded and threatened to
seek legal recourse. Meanwhile, three other lawmakers who appeared before the Committee
could neither confirm nor denied their voices were on the audio cassettes but said the
recordings were not admissible in court.

Radio Summary
Local Media – Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 9:45 am)

Cote d’Ivoire willing to join MRU

(Also reported on Star Radio, Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Lawmaker questions Snowe’s Evidence
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(Also reported on Star Radio, Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)

Mob Violence Worries Rights Commission
• In an interview, the Acting Executive Director of the Independent National Commission on
Human Rights, Mrs. Ellen White says mob violence and rape are getting rampant in the
Liberian society.
• Commissioner White said if measures are not put in place to curtail the situation it could get
worse.
• Speaking at the end of the third-phase of an anti-mob violence and rape campaign initiated
by the commission, she blamed the situation on the lack of trust in the Justice system of the
country.
Joint Government, UNMIL Delegation for Rivercess
• A delegation comprising Justice Ministry officials and UNMIL Human Rights staff is expected to
fly to Cestos City, Rivercess County today.
• The delegation will travel along with four people accused of being witches and were
reportedly tortured by locals some two months ago.
• At the time, the Government in collaboration with UNMIL evacuated the suspects from the
community for fear of reprisals.
• Meanwhile, a Justice Ministry investigation established that the allegations levied against the
four were baseless.
****
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BBC
Wednesday, 2 April 2008

Kagame's fury at Spanish warrants
Rwanda's President Paul Kagame has said a Spanish judge who
issued arrest warrants for 40 Rwandan army officers can "go to
hell".
Mr Kagame described judge Fernando Andreu as "arrogant".
Judge Andreu accuses the officers of carrying out killings during
Rwanda's genocide in 1994.
Mr Kagame said Judge Andreu had not distinguished between genocide
perpetrators, and those who stopped it, such as his own forces.

Paul Kagame (R) led the forces
that stopped the killings in 1994

The judge issued the arrest warrants in February, accusing the officers of
genocide, terrorism and crimes against humanity.
He investigated the matter after a human rights group filed a complaint.
Under Spanish law, a court can prosecute alleged human rights crimes, even if they take place abroad.
Leadership indicted
Judge Fernando Andreu also indicted the Rwandan officers for the murder of nine Spanish citizens,
including six missionaries.
He said he had evidence implicating President Kagame, who has immunity from prosecution.
"Imagine the arrogance involved - how can a Spanish judge sit in some town or village in Spain and
sees it is his duty to indict the whole leadership of a nation," Mr Kagame said in Kigali.
In February the Rwandan foreign ministry called the warrants "bogus" and "ridiculous", and said the
case was based on falsehoods, racist language and genocide denial.
The ministry said the judge had never visited Rwanda or the Democratic Republic of Congo, where some
of the killings are alleged to have taken place.
Judge Andreu began considering the case in response to a complaint from a human rights group in
2005.
Diplomatic row
During a 100-day period in 1994, an estimated 800,000 Rwandans were killed, mainly ethnic Tutsis at
the hands of radical Hutus.
The genocide came to an end when Tutsi-led rebels under Mr Kagame took control.
But the judge said that, after taking power, the army under Mr Kagame carried out mass killings of
Hutus in Rwanda and in refugee camps in neighbouring DR Congo, then Zaire.
In 2006, a French judge, Jean-Louis Bruguiere, issued indictments against nine close aides of Mr
Kagame, sparking a huge diplomatic row.
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BBC
Tuesday, 1 April 2008

Ugandan rebel 'too ill' for peace
Ugandan rebel leader Joseph Kony has delayed the
signing of a peace deal to end his 22-year rebellion in
northern Uganda, mediators say.
The Lord's Resistance Army leader has said that his is not well
enough to attend the ceremony in South Sudan.
"The story is he's got diarrhoea," a source involved in the
negotiations told Reuters news agency.
Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni was due in Juba, where
talks have been taking place, to sign it on Thursday.

Mr Kony has recently moved to the
Central African Republic

Last month, Mr Kony was reported to have left his jungle base camp in northern Democratic
Republic of Congo and moved to the Central African Republic.
The conflict in northern Uganda has left thousands of people dead and nearly two million
displaced.
The rebels have been notorious for abducting children to be used as fighters, porters and sex
slaves.
Mr Kony and two other LRA leaders are wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) on war
crimes charges.
The LRA has refused to sign a peace deal until those arrest warrants are lifted.
The government has agreed to set up a special division of the Uganda High Court to try those
accused of serious crimes but it does not have the power to get the ICC to drop its indictments.
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Europolitics
Friday, 14 March 2008
Interview with Ngarlejy Yorongar, Chadian Opposition Leader: Europe Must Stop Being Naive About
the Chadian Regime
Ngarlejy Yorongar, president of the Federalist Party and one of the main opponents of the regime of president
Idriss Déby, was at the European Parliament this week at the invitation of the Greens. Arrested and secretly
detained at the beginning of February, he miraculously reappeared, on 2 March, essentially due to international
pressure. He agreed to a discussion with Europolitics about the circumstances of his arrest ("attributable to
Déby's political police"), the regime currently in place in Chad ("worthy of Pol Pot and a perpetrator of crimes
against humanity"), EUFOR's presence in the region ("a mistake") and the possibilities of coming out of the
crisis ("inclusive dialogue" and "lifetime immunity" for the current president).
You were arrested on 3 February. Why?
Déby [the Chadian president] took advantage of the rebel offensive to try and eliminate those who could
overshadow him. He is undertaking a clean-up mission prior to the [2009] legislative and [2010] presidential
elections.
The Chadian regime claims that your arrest was not pointless. Do you agree?
Listen. Those who arrested me wore the official armbands and the distinct signs of the Chadian army. And,
among them, was Ismaël Chaïbo, director-general of the political police, the ANS. I know him well, he has
already arrested me... We were transferred to a secret prison, in Farcha, west of N'Djamena, to a camp which
protects Idriss Déby's garden. There I found the former President, Lol Mahamat Choua [freed on 28 February Ed], and I was followed by Ibni Oumar Mahamat Saleh [another opposition leader of whom there is no news Ed]. Many people were maltreated. We were restrained 24 hours per day for 19 days. I was not even allowed
to wash myself or to take a shower. Déby came to this secret prison twice, all sirens blaring, and he talked to
our jailers, but he did not enter the cells. Therefore, when he says that neither Yorongar nor Ibni were arrested,
he is lying, he is telling dirty lies.
Can you give an assessment of the number of people arrested?
It's difficult to say. I don't want to give any precise figures. But several people, several tens of people, are
undoubtedly dead. Many of my militants have disappeared or were executed summarily afterwards. Some
were crammed inside the prison, like sardines, and have undoubtedly died of suffocation.
How do you know?
I have been arrested 14 times I'm beginning to develop habits, reflexes. We can talk via the cells, there are also
blinds with holes in them from where we can see the courtyard. I then saw that Ibni had fainted or was dead.
How would you classify Idriss Déby's regime?
He is not just a dictatorial head of state. His regime is comparable to that of Pol Pot.
Isn't that a rather harsh comparison?
Yes, but one which I uphold. The methods are the same. Opponents are disappearing. In Chad, the president's
men can - as I reported in a book - slit the throat of a pregnant woman and take her child. This regime commits
crimes against humanity, even genocide. It attacks families, ethnic groups, political groups. It is the definition
of genocide. Idriss Déby's regime is not one with which people can be associated, whatever the cost.
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Do you think, therefore, that the arrival of the European military force (EUFOR) in Chad is a mistake?
Yes, EUFOR should not have intervened. The Europeans have opened a can of worms. They did not obtain
sufficient information prior to deploying this force. Both warmongers and rebels will not let EUFOR do things
its own way.
Is it not true, however, that EUFOR has displayed its neutrality and does not intend to protect the regime?
Yes, it is true. When Déby realises that EUFOR is not minding its own business, that it is not intervening in
the manner in which he would like, he will entrap the Europeans through provocation. He will do so, I am
certain of this.
But isn't it necessary to ensure that the many refugees and displaced persons in the region are well protected?
Let's be serious. Why do you think that he displaced them? It is Déby's men who destroyed the villages, killed
certain inhabitants and forced the others to leave. Read the latest Amnesty International report. Why are there
refugees? And who created the Darfur rebellions? Déby did, with oil money. He thought it would be easy in
Sudan, as with the Central African Republic, when he drove out [former Prime Minister] Ange Patassé. But
[Sudanese President Omar El] Bashir resisted, and got his own back by creating, in turn, a rebellion behind his
back. Only disorder can keep this regime in power. Europe must not be naïve.
What should the EU do, then?
Europe must help Chadians to organise an inclusive dialogue to reach a global and definitive solution in the
country and in the region. Because peace in Chad will inevitably lead to peace in Sudan. I repeat, an inclusive'
dialogue, bringing everyone together: rebels, democratic parties and civil society.
Isn't international pressure sufficient?
I do not see any. If there had really been pressure, this dialogue would already have taken place. I do not bear a
grudge against Europe, I am simply asking it to play its part, to not put up with the situation and to lobby for
this dialogue and democracy.
Is Déby's departure a prerequisite?
No. We cannot simply drive him out through elections, which are transparent. We can even grant him lifetime
immunity. Déby is terrified of ending up like [former Liberian President] Charles Taylor, before a court.
Lifetime immunity versus dialogue seems to me to be a fair exchange.
Have you requested political asylum in Europe?
For the time being, this does not worry me. I have a three-month visa, which is sufficient. What I am more
concerned about is my health. I fear I was poisoned when I was in detention, and I need to assess the situation.
Short of putting a bullet in my head, as [Déby] had publicly promised to 64 officers from my native region [in
southern Chad, an oil-rich region- Ed] by saying "We must silence Yorongar, he could try to get me via other
means".
And do you intend to be quiet?
A dead kid is no longer scared of a knife.

